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Abstract
Intermediate filaments are a key component of the cytoskeleton. Their transport along microtubules plays an essential role in the control of the shape and
structural organization of cells. To identify the key parameters responsible for
the control of intermediate filament transport, we generated a model of elastic
filament transport by microtubule-associated dynein and kinesin. The model is
also applicable to the transport of any elastically-coupled cargoes. We investigate the effect of filament properties such as number of motor binding sites,
length, and elasticity on motion of filaments. Additionally, we consider the effect of motor properties, i.e. off rates, on filament transport. When one motor
has a catch bond off rate it dictates the motion, whereas when motors have the
same type of off rate filaments can alternate between retrograde and anterograde motions. The elasticity of filaments optimizes the filament transport and
the coordination of motors along the length of the filament.
Keywords: Intermediate filaments; dynein; kinesin; vimentin; molecular
motors; stochastic
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Figure 1: Intermediate filaments motion observed during a FRAP (Fluorescence Recovery
After Photobleaching) experiment. The front of an strocytoma cell expressing vimentin-GFP
is photobleached over a distance of 20 µm from the cell edge. Snapshots show the bleached
region 1 minute after photobleaching and were acquired every 10s. The red arrow highlights
the motion of a single filament. Bar, 10 µm.

1. Introduction
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Intermediate filaments (IFs) are an essential cytoskeletal component of mammalian cells. IF proteins assemble into complex filamentous networks that enable their cell functions. IFs interact with other cytoskeletal components such
as, actin filaments and microtubules, via motor proteins or structural linkers [1].
Network remodeling dynamics results from the coupling between assembly, disassembly and intracellular transport processes regulated by post-translational
modifications of intermediate filament proteins as well as severing and annealing
of filaments. Intracellular transport of IFs has been identified as a key process
for the network dynamics; see, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. IFs regulated interactions with
motors and structural linkers result in different modes of motility for assembled
IF proteins in cells: slow, fast, bidirectional, retrograde, anterograde, and/or
switching motions [7]. For instance, vimentin motility in astrocytes is controlled
by a combination of actin dependent flow and microtubule-driven transports [2]
(see figure 1). Furthermore, when astrocytes initiate migration, the intermediate filament dynamics switch from a balanced combination of retrograde and
anterograde transport to a mostly anterograde transport of filaments during cell
polarization [2]. Contributions and regulations of motor protein-driven transport, actin dependent retrograde flow, and the association with structural linkers
are still not well understood.
There is a rich theory and history modeling motor protein-driven transport. Ever since the discovery of the motor protein kinesin-1 [8, 9] and the role
of dynein as a motor molecule responsible for intracellular transport [10, 11],
they have been widely studied and modeled. Typically the research relates to
properties of the molecules, vesicle transport, and the cooperative behavior of
motor proteins [12]. A model for vesicular tranport was introduced in [13] where
opposing motor proteins are allowed to stochastically bind and unbind to the
microtubule so the number of attached motors fluctuates. A tug of war ensues
where both motors can back step, have load dependent off rates and velocities,
and motors of the same species equally share the load. In [14], they call this
the bidirectional mean field model and simulate experiments using catch bond
off rates for both motor types. In more recent work [15] the authors investigate
the affect of an asymmetrical detach rate for dynein using a stochastic model
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which includes a spring like interaction for the dynein linking to a single cargo.
Comparatively little has been done in relation to how these motor molecules
interact and transport IFs or elastically coupled cargo.
Here we propose a model which serves both purposes: models transport of
IFs by antagonistic motor proteins and explores how elastic coupling of cargo
affects motor proteins dynamics and transport. Our focus is on the motor
protein-driven transport of long filaments along microtubules. Developments of
techniques for imaging living cells now allow the tracking of single filaments in
cells [4]; however, still a lot of questions are not yet experimentally tractable
such as the number of binding sites of motors along the IFs and whether length
and elasticity affect filament transport. We propose a mathematical model for
the motion of a single filament driven by antagonistic motor proteins to answer
these questions as well as how does a cell regulate the motion of IFs. In the
literature there is experimental evidence for both catch bond and exponential
off rates for kinesin and catch bond off rates for dynein [16, 14]. Yet modelling
dynein with an exponential off rate provides good theoretical description for
some experiments [17]. Thus we also investigate the effects of the combinations
of these two off rates on the system.
Mathematical models based on population dynamics approaches have been
proposed to decipher the collective motion of IFs in cells; see e.g. [18, 19, 20,
21, 22]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is only one model for the
motion of IFs associated with microtubules and it is concerned with segregation
of axonal microtubules and neurofilaments [20]. There the authors considered
axonal movement of neurofilaments and organelles within a cross-section of the
axon. Thus the neurofilaments are modeled as discs which change size due to
lateral motion.
Here, we develop a mean-field load sharing model of intermediate filament
transport by modifying the stochastic model for vesicle transport given in [13,
14]. Taking into account the remarkable elastic properties of IFs, they are
modeled as nodes coupled by springs. The motor molecules can interact with
the nodes. Thus instead of considering a single cargo we consider multiple
cargoes which are force coupled by springs and we consider the effects of a drag
force on the filament. Although the application here is IFs, the model is more
widely applicable to any system of coupled transport by motor proteins.
The simulations are designed to reveal the effects of filament and motor
properties on IF transport. The main motor property investigated is the off
rate. In cells, the repartition of active motor proteins, dynein and kinesin, is
not well known and not necessarily homogeneous/uniform; at some intracellular
locations only a few active motors could be available whereas at other locations,
active motors could be abundant [23, 24, 25]. IFs exhibit polymorphism in
length and diameter [26]. Bundling results in fibers of different diameters and
various elasticities [27]. We investigate the effect of the elasticity of the filament
(from the broader perspective of transport by motor proteins, the strength of
the coupling between cargoes), the initial length of the filament (the number
of coupled cargoes), the maximum number of binding sites for motors, and
different profiles for the detachment kinetics of the motor molecules including
3

Figure 2: A caricature of the model. The intermediate filament is a series of nodes connected
by springs. The microtubule is represented by the thick line. The filament interacts with
the microtubule via motor molecules such as dynein and kinesin which can attach and detach
to the nodes. Kinesin is represented as magenta and dynein as cyan. The node color is
determined by a weighted average of the number of each type of motor molecules and will be
used in future figures.
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the known catch-bond feature of dynein’s detachment kinetics [14, 28, 29, 16, 30].
The modeling reveals that intermediate values of elasticity and more binding
sites for motor molecules facilitate motor coordination and persistant directional
transport along the length of the filament.
2. The Model
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The model is a one-dimensional stochastic model which considers the motion
of an intermediate filament along a microtubule due to the tug-of-war between
dynein-1 and kinesin-1. The filament is modeled as nodes attached by springs
(see figure 2). Both dynein and kinesin can bind to the same node at the same
time, thus causing the tug-of-war scenario on each node. The motion of the
filament is determined by the motion of each node and their coupling. The
motors attach and detach in a random manner allowing the number of each
type of motor attached to a node to change with time. There are N nodes on
each filament. The equations of motion are determined by setting the sum of
the forces for each node equal to zero (see Section 5). Each node has forces
acting on it due to drag, motor molecules and the springs which link it to other
nodes on the filament. The forces due to the motor molecules are described
similarly to the model for a single cargo developed in [13] where they assume
the number of forward moving motors (kinesin) bound to a cargo is nK which
stochastically changes. In a similar manner nD is the number of backward
moving motors (dynein) attached and both motor types can step backward. In
our model, as in theirs, motors of the same type equally share the load. We
have two modifications to how they modeled the system which are necessary
since we are modeling a filament. The first difference is we allow forces in the
direction of motion (the attached springs may pull in the direction of the motion
of the motor molecules) and the second difference is we consider the drag force
on the node. The forces in the direction of the motion do not assist the motor
molecules (see methods section and figure therein).
To summarize, each filament is composed of N nodes which are connected
by springs. On each node nk and nd denote the variables which change with
time and represent the number of attached motors of kinesin and dynein which
are interacting with both the node and the microtubule. The variables nk
and nd should not be confused with the parameters NK and ND , which are
4
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the maximum number of dynein and kinesin which can be attached to each
node and are constant for a particular simulation. When we refer to attached
motors we mean motors which are interacting with both the filament and the
microtubule. The filament starts off with a fixed length which changes due
to the elastic properties of the filament and the forces acting on the filament.
Unless otherwise stated, references to filament length mean the initial length of
the filament. For more details see the methods section.
Important parameters which are varied in the simulations fall into two categories: filament properties and motor properties.
Filament property parameters:
• N - filament length. N is the number of nodes on a filament and determines the length of the filament when there are no forces. The nodes are
separated by 0.5 µm. The value N is varied from 2, 5, 10 ,15, 20, 25, and
30 nodes. This corresponds to filament lengths ranging from 1 to 15 µm
in the absence of any forces. We assume each node, including both end
nodes, represents a length of filament.
• α - filament elasticity. The normal filament elasticity is α = 0.345 ×
10−8 N/µm which corresponds to 22 MPa. This lies in the range of experimentally measured values [31, 32, 33] and compares well with values used
in [34]. In the simulations we use three values for fiber elasticity - less stiff
filaments with 0.001α, normal filaments with α, and stiff filaments with
1000α.
• ND , NK - the maximum number of motors allowed per node. The maximum number of motor molecules of both types allowed, ND = NK is
varied from 2, 4, 16, and 32 for each node and represent the maximum
number of binding sites on a region of a filament (represented by a node)
allowed for each type of motor.
Motor property parameter:
• Off rates. For each motor type, the off rate can be either exponential or
catch bond. Exponential off rates have been used to model both kinesin
and dynein. There is experimental evidence to suggest that both dynein
and kinesin exhibit catch bond behavior [14, 30]. The functional forms per
motor are shown in figure 2 and the functions are given in equations 15 –
18.
Finally we consider the initial conditions, which specify the cellular context
(the number of motors of each type initially attached). Four initial conditions
are used: 1) no motor molecules initially attached, 2) filaments with ND dynein
initially attached and no kinesin, 3) filaments with no dynein and NK kinesin
initially attached, and 4) filaments with ND dynein and NK kinesin initially
attached.
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Figure 3: Graphs of the off rate functions.

3. Results
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Our main interests are to investigate how filament length (in the absence of
any forces), elasticity, maximum number of motor molecules, detach rates, and
initial conditions affect the system. We divide the results into two parts: how
the motor properties affect the system and how the filament/cargo properties
affect the system.
To analyze the simulations we investigate the filaments mean speed, instantaneous velocity at the end of the simulation, the number of dynein and kinesin
motors attached to each node, the average number of dynein and kinesin attached to each filament, and the position of the first filament node.
3.1. How the data is presented
The mean speed of a filament is the total distance traveled by the filament
including backtracking divided by the time. Thus it is an averaged speed for
each filament based on the total distance
Let x1 (t) be the location
Ptraveled.
n
of the first node at time t. The speed is i=2 |x1 (i∆t) − x1 ((i − 1)∆t)|/(n∆t)
where n is the number of time steps and ∆t is the time step. The average or
expected speed is the speed averaged over all realizations.
The velocity is an approximate instantaneous velocity at the end of the
simulation averaged over all simulations. It is calculated by taking the location
of the first node in a filament at the end of the simulation minus the position
of the first node in the filament at the previous time step divided by the time
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step. This value is usually an approximation to the steady state velocity of the
filament.
The number of dynein or kinesin at the end of the simulation (normalized so
the maximum is 1) is determined by finding the best line fitted to the averaged
number, over all nodes and all realizations, for the last 400 seconds of the
simulation using linear least squares, see figure 4 panel (B) and (E). That line
is evaluated at the final time of the simulations to determine the value.
Unless otherwise stated all the simulations results are shown after 100 seconds to allow the system to move away from the initial conditions. Three
hundred realizations are simulated for each parameter set. Each simulation is
run for 1600 seconds.
The results are analyzed by showing the number of motor molecules on
the filament (normalized by the maximum number allowed) at the end of the
simulations and an indication as to whether this is a “steady state value” or
a transient value (Figures 5, 7, and 11). Additionally, the average speed of a
filament (Figure 10) and the position of the first node of a filament (Figure 8)
are plotted.
In panels (A), (B) and (E) of figure 4, the normalized number of dynein and
kinesin, nD /ND and nK /NK , is averaged over the realizations for each node
of a filament; the number of dynein and kinesin is given as function of time.
Thus the plots have two curves for each node. One curve is for the dynein (cyan
curve) and one is for the kinesin (magenta curve). In most figures the curves
are superimposed and indistinguishable.
In panel (D), the normalized number of dynein and kinesin as a function of
time for 16 realizations and the average over all realizations (as in panel (A)
and (B)) are visualized in the following way. Each filament is depicted as a
vertical color bar extending in the horizontal direction (which is time). The 16
realizations are plotted in the vertical direction with the top color bar being
twice as wide as the other and depicting the average of all realizations. In these
images the color depicts the number of kinesin and dynein for each node with
the first node in the filament plotted at the bottom of each strip and the last
node plotted at the top of each strip. The width of the color bars from plot
to plot is normalized so that each filament is the same width regardless of the
filament length (or number of nodes). Cyan represents only dynein attached,
magenta represents only kinesin attached, white represents no motors attached,
and blue represents equal proportions of both motors.
In panel (B) and (E), the data for the tail end of the dynein (cyan) and
kinesin (magenta) curves is fitted by least squares to find the best fit line which
determines the final amount of motor molecules and whether the number is near
a steady state. Using this information, the final average proportion of motor
molecules is estimated and plotted as a box. Its interior color, that follows the
same color scheme as in panel (D), indicates the proportion (figure 4 panel (C)
and (F)). The outline color of the box indicates whether dynein or kinesin is
greater. If the outline is thicker it indicates that the simulation is at or close
to a steady state. If the change in the value of either motor molecule over the
last 100 seconds of the least square fitted line (see Section 5) is less than one
7

percent of the end value, the simulation is deemed to be at steady state and the
border of the square is thicker.
3.2. Motor properties affect filament transport
We start with simulations designed to test the effect of the motor properties.
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3.2.1. Motors with catch bond behavior dominate
The effects of different off rates can be seen in figure 5. When one motor
is exponential and one is catch bond, the motor molecule associated with the
catch bond off rate determines the direction of the filament as can be see in
panels (b) and (c). When both off rates are catch bond, the filament ends up
with a significant number of both motor types as indicated by the purple in
panels (a). The magenta borders in panel 1(a) indicate that there are more
kinesin motors than dynein. When the maximum number of allowed motors is
low, NK = ND = 2, the stochastic effects play a role (see also the last rows in
all panels of figures 22 and 27 in the supplemental data).
When both off rates are catch bond, figure 6 shows the velocity, speed, and
position of the filaments. In panel 1(c) all the fibers are stuck. In panels 1
and 2 the filaments with ND = NK = 16 and 32 are stuck. In panel 1(a) for
ND = NK = 2 and 4 the motion is in the anterograde (the kinesin motors
win) direction and in panel 1(b) the filament motion for ND = NK = 2 and 4
is in the retrograde direction (dynein motors win). Sometimes when there are
more kinesin motors on the filaments, the direction of motion is dictated by
dynein (see figure 6 panel 3(b) the green lines, figure 14 panels 1(b) and 2(b)
and the supplemental text). As the stiffness increases, the fluctuations due to
the stochastic effects increase (figure 14 panels 2(a) and 2(b) causing the slightly
stronger dynein to change the direction. In all the simulations except for the
cases where both off rates are exponential, the competition between dynein and
kinesin on the nodes was quickly resolved and the number of dynein and kinesin
remains relatively stable for most of the time duration of the simulations.
Whenever one or both of the off rates are catch bond the initial conditions do
not affect the qualitative features of the system (see figures 15–17, figures 20–22,
and figures 25–27 in the supplemental data). Overall, whenever there is at least
one catch bond off rate the dynamics are simpler.
3.2.2. Both off rates exponential gives a rich variety of motion
When both off rates are exponential the filament properties play an important role as can be seen in figure 7. There are two important results shown in
this figure. The first is that the initial number of dynein motors determines the
final states. If the initial number of dynein motors is high in the initial conditions (panels 2(a), 2(b), 4(a), and 4(b)), the number of dynein motors tends
to stay high and if it is low (panels 1(a), 2(a), 3(a), and 3(b)) there are more
kinesin motors than dynein motors for filaments with ND = NK = 16 and 32.
The stiffest filaments (panels (c)) have few total motor molecules attached and
most are still changing with time but there are more kinesin than dynein.
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Figure 4: Explanation of the types of graphs used to depict the simulation results and how
they relate to each other. Cyan (magenta) represents dynein (kinesin). Panels (B) and (E)
show the average normalized number of dynein and kinesin for each filament node as a function
of time. Here, filaments of length N = 5 are considered. Panel (A) is a blow up of the boxed
region in panel (B). In panel (A) the five cyan lines are distinguishable, one for each node
on the filament. The 5 magenta lines are too close to distinguish. The combination of the
cyan and magenta lines for each node gives the figure results for the top part of panel (D). In
(D), each strip is formed from five color strips stacked vertically each depicting the number,
as it changes in time, of motors attached to an individual node. The top is the average of
all the simulations and is shown as a wider strip; whereas, the strips below are individual
realizations. The arrows from panel (A) (only 3 pairing of the 5 are shown, namely, for node
#1, #3 and #5) depict how the lines in panel (A) give information for the strips in panel (D).
In panel (D) the gray lines separating the nodes of the average filament are visualized only in
this figure. For the lower strips in (D), the number of motor molecules for each node in a fiber
and how it changed in time is indicated by color blocks for individual realizations. Panels (C)
and (F) show the final average number of motor molecules for the filament as determined by
the least squares fitted black (for kinesin) and blue (for dynein) lines shown in (B) and (E). In
(B) there are more dynein at the end of the simulation so the border in (C) is cyan. Since the
lines are almost flat, the border in (C) is wider to depict that the number of motor molecules
seems to be close to a “steady state”. In (F) there are more kinesin so the border is magenta
and the line is sloped, so the border is narrow indicating the system is not close to a steady
state with respect to the number of motor molecules attached. In panel (E), notice that the
magenta curves have separated into two groups; the average normalized number of kinesin
is not the same for all nodes. On interior nodes, on average, there are less kinesin attached
than on the leading/exterior nodes. However, kinesin molecules are more abundant than the
dynein molecules for each node.
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Kinesin-Exponential

Dynein-Exponential
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Figure 5: The time evolution and the final average number of motor molecules for simulations
with different off rates. Panels (a) show simulations where both off rates are catch bond,
panels (b) dynein catch bond and kinesin exponential, panels (c) dynein exponential and
kinesin catch bond, and panels (d) both exponential. Panels 1 indicate the number of motor
molecules averaged over all the nodes at the final time of the simulation 1600 seconds. The
border color indicates which motor molecule is more abundant. If the border is thick it
indicates the number of motor molecules is near a steady state value. If the border is thin the
number of motor molecules is still changing. Panels 2 show 16 realizations and the average
over all 100 realizations of the time evolution of the number of motor molecules. Panels 3
are blow ups of the small black rectangles in panels 2. Panel 4(d) is a blow up of the box
in panel 3(d). The average of all the realizations is plotted twice as wide as each realization.
The number of dynein and kinesin is color coded for each node and time. The nodes are
plotted on top of each other thus motors attached to the first node are shown at the bottom
of the horizontal strip of the realization and the motors on the last node are shown at the
top of the color bar for each realization. The black horizontal lines in panel 4(d) separate the
nodes. The black rectangle shows a solid color representing the number of motor molecules
on one node (the third node) of the filament at one time. The color code is shown in the
bottom left corner with cyan depicting dynein only, magenta kinesin only, and blue indicating
equal amounts of each motor molecule. Note that the color key is normalized depending on
the value of ND and NK . All simulations had no motor molecules attached to the filaments
as the initial conditions. The spring constants for the filaments in all the simulation is α
which represents normal filament elasticity. In panels 2, 3, and 4 the fibers have 15 nodes and
NK = ND = 4. See figure 4 for a more detailed explanation of the visualization.
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0.001α

2a

3a

1b

α

3b

1000α

2c

2b

Length 2
ND = NK = 2

1c

Length 10
ND = NK = 2

3c

Length 5
ND = NK = 32

Figure 6: Velocity, speed and filament position when both off rates are catch bond. In panels
1 the expected instantaneous velocity of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length
(when no forces are acting on a filament). In panels 2 the average speed is plotted. The error
bars indicate the standard deviation. In panels 1(a) and 2(a) the filament elasticity is 0.001α,
in 1(b) and 2(b), α and in 1(c) and 2(c), 1000α. The different curves within each frame are
for constant ND = NK with the values given in the legend. Panels 3 show the position of
the first node as a function of time for selected realizations. The red lines are simulations of
filaments with low spring constant, the green lines normal elasticity, and the blue lines high
spring constant. Panel 3(a) is for simulations with filament length N = 2 and ND = NK = 2,
panel 3(b) with filament length N = 10 and ND = NK = 2, and panel 3(c) with filaments of
length N = 5 and ND = NK = 32. In panels 1 and 2, 300 simulations are averaged for each
data point.
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The second important result seen in figure 7 is that filament length and
the maximum number of motor molecules can cause the filament to change
directions (panels (b)). In panels 1(b) and 3(b) the bottom rows have filaments
moving in both directions with most moving according to kinesin. By increasing
the maximum number of motors allowed to 4, the balance shifts to most fibers
moving according to dynein. Increasing the maximum motors allowed again
results in unidirectional motion dictated by kinesin. When both off rates are
exponential, a rich variety of motion can be obtained by changing the cellular
context (initial conditions) and the filaments properties (ND = NK ). In this
case the dynamics are more complex than the dynamics with other combinations
of off rates.
3.2.3. Homogeneous off rates allow direction switching
When dynein and kinesin have the same off rates the simulations show that
IFs switch directions, figure 8 panels 1 (both catch bond) and 4 (both exponential). The filaments alternate between positive and negative velocities with
the period between switching increasing as the filament length increases. If the
maximum number of motors is greater, the switching behavior disappears and if
the maximum number is lower, the switching behavior can be seen with a high
frequency. When the off rates are not the same there is no switching behavior
seen (panels 2 and 3). Filament speeds are faster when there is no switching. In
these cases one motor clearly dominates resulting in less competition and faster
speeds. Filaments with low elasticity and normal elasticity change lengths with
time as shown in Figure 9. The filaments with the smallest spring constant
change length significantly whereas the filaments with normal elasticity change
length less than 50 percent of their rest length and filaments with the highest
spring constant remain about their rest length.
3.3. Filament properties regulate motion efficiency
The properties of filaments, their elasticity, length, and number of binding
sites play a role in the global dynamics of filaments. Figure 10 shows the stiffest
filaments have the slowest speeds. For low elasticity value the speed remains
relatively independent of the filament length and for all but ND = NK = 2
the same is true for normal elasticity. For the stiffest filaments, the speed is
affected by the filament length. Interestingly, for most cases (varying length,
maximum number of allowed motors, and off rates) the realistic value for the
filament elasticity (the green lines in figure 8) give the most efficient motion.
In all the cases (varying length, elasticity, and off rates) the maximum number of motor molecules affects the speed. This is consistent with in vitro experiments of vesicles [35] but inconsistent with in vivo experiments of vesicles
[36]. Yet the in vivo experiments dealt with vesicles with one or two motors
and considered only “periods of uninterrupted motion”. Our results give the
average speed over a long period with a much larger range of motor molecules.
For all cases except both off rates catch bond the speed increase with increasing
maximum number of motor molecules. This is due to the fact that when both
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Figure 7: The final average number of motor molecules for simulations where both off rates
are exponential with different initial conditions. Observe that panels 1(a) and 1(b) are similar
to 3(a) and 3(b) and 2(a) and 2(b) are similar to 4(a) and 4(b). Note that in panel 1(b) where
ND = NK = 4, if there are filaments of all lengths, filaments are traveling in both directions or
bidirectional transport. When ND = NK is changed up or down the transport becomes more
directed. The graphs show the final number of dynein and kinesin averaged over realizations
and nodes. The border color indicates which motor molecule is more abundant. If the border
is thick it indicates the number of motor molecules is near a steady state value. If the border
is thin the number of motor molecules is still changing. The initial conditions change for each
row and the filament elasticity varies from low to high with the columns. Panels 1 have no
motor molecules initially attached, panels 2 have maximum dynein attached and no kinesin,
panels 3 have maximum kinesin and no dynein, and panels 4 have maximum of both motor
molecules initially attached. The color key is shown in the bottom left. Cyan depicts dynein
only, magenta kinesin only, and blue means equal amounts of each motor molecule. The time
shown is 1600 seconds.
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Figure 8: Time plots of the location of the first node on selected filaments for all combinations
of off rates. The red lines are simulations of filaments with low spring constant 10−3 α, the
green lines normal elasticity α, and the blue lines high spring constant 103 α. Panels (a) show
results for simulations with filament length N = 2, panels (b) have N = 5, panels (c) have
N = 15, and panels (d) have N = 25. Panels 1 show off rates both catch bond, panels 2
have dynein catch bond, kinesin exponential, panels 3 have dynein exponential, kinesin catch
bond, and panels 4 have both exponential. All simulations have ND = NK = 4 and initial
conditions with the maximum number of dynein and no kinesin attached.
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Figure 9: Time plots showing how the filament length changes due to the force acting on the
filament. The length is given in microns for selected filaments (compare with figure 8 panels
2(d) and 4(d)) and changes due to the elasticity of the filaments. The red lines are simulations
of filaments with low spring constant 10−3 α, the green lines normal elasticity α, and the blue
lines high spring constant 103 α. All simulations have ND = NK = 4, N = 25 or filaments
of length 12 µm initially, and initial conditions with the maximum number of dynein and no
kinesin attached.
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off rates are catch bond the competition between motor molecules results in
filaments with a mixed number of dynein and kinesin. So neither molecule is as
dominant as in the cases with other off rate combinations, thus allowing more
motor molecules does not increase the speed. In fact it decreases it due to fewer
stochastic effects.
3.3.1. Elasticity and number of motors affect node coordination
To understand how the number of motors allowed and filament elasticity
play a role on the global dynamics, the study now focuses on the local dynamics
at each node along a fiber. Even though the dynamics of the motor molecules
are local to each node, in many simulations the number of dynein and kinesin
become coordinated for each node on a filament. Since in the case with both
exponential off rates there is more competition between the motor type the
phenomenon is more easily seen. Figure 11 shows how the maximum number of
motor molecules and the filament elasticity affect the coordination of nodes along
a fiber in the case of both exponential off rates. Increasing the maximum number
of motor molecules (going down the columns) increases the coordination of the
nodes. The filament elasticity has a unimodal behavior for node coordination
with the greatest coordination at the normal filament elasticity (panels 2(b),
3(b), and 4(b)). The weakest filament elasticity has the least coordination of
nodes (panels 1(a) and 2(a)). For the stiffest filaments (panels (c)) there are
not many motors attached and the proportion of motor molecules on each node
seems to change less than the overall number of motor molecules. Notice in
panel 1(a) there is not much coordination of nodes within a filament. In panel
1(b) there is more coordination of the nodes even though over time the nodes
switch from having more dynein to kinesin and back. It is interesting to see
how the transition from one type of motor molecule to the other is so abrupt
in panel 2(b). In panel 3(a) the transition is more slow but eventually all the
nodes in the filament transition from having more of one molecule to having
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Figure 10: The expected speed of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length for all
combinations of off rates. The off rates change from row to row and the filament elasticity
varies from low to high with the columns. Panels 1 have both off rates catch bond, panels
2 have dynein catch bond and kinesin exponential, panels 3 have dynein exponential and
kinesin catch bond, and in panels 4 both are exponential. Panels (a) have filament elasticity
0.001α, panels (b) have α, and panels (c) have 1000α. The different plots within each frame
are for constant ND = NK with the values given in the legend. All simulations have no motor
molecules attached as initial conditions. The error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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more of the other and in panel 4(a) the transition is even slower. It appears
the transition from one motor type to the other is faster as ND = NK decreases
and as the elasticity increases. The coordination of nodes is due either to the
elastic coupling, this behaviour is common in coupled dynamical systems, or the
maximal number of motor types allowed per node on filaments. If there are more
motors of a given type on a node it should exert stronger forces on neighboring
nodes. When the nodes within a filament are coordinated one would expect
greater filament speeds which is observed in figure 10.
3.3.2. Filament elasticity is optimized for fast filament motion
To further understand the relationship between speed and the filament elasticity we ran simulations with several different elasticity parameters when a type
of motors dominates. Following biological observations [37, 29, 16, 30, 14], a
catch bond off rate is chosen for dynein whereas kinesin is assumed to have an
exponential off rate. Here we are calculating the overall speed of filaments as the
absolute value of the final filament position minus the initial position divided by
the total time (notice this is not the same as the speed shown elsewhere). The
results are shown in figure 12. The most efficient motion lies near the peaks
in figure 12. The greatest speeds are achieved for values of filament elasticity
near the realistic range. It is interesting to note that the elasticity which gives
the greatest speed for NK = ND = 2 varies with filament length and seems
to be tuned for shorter filaments. Likewise for NK = ND = 4 the realistic
system parameters are set for the greatest speeds. Larger numbers of motors
NK = ND = 16 and 32 allow filaments having stiffness 10α to be transported
in the most efficient way.
4. Discussion

360

Transport of IFs in cells by antagonistic motors proteins along microtubules
is now well documented [38, 7, 6]; however, its regulation is still not well understood. Here, using a mathematical model to overcome experimental intractability, different features of this transport are investigated. We have developed and
explored the behavior of a model for the transport of IFs which can also be applied to coupled cargo transport. A summary of our results is shown in table 1.
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Four limiting assumptions of the model are load sharing, the computational
treatment of binding independence, motor competition, and Hookean elasticity
for IF. The model assumes that motors of each type equally share the load per
node. When the motors are crowded this is unlikely to be the case [39], but
in our system even when NK = ND = 32 the motors should not be crowded
on a filament due to the node spacing. For computational convenience, in the
numerical algorithm we assume binding events on each node are independent of
binding events on other nodes. We believe the force dependence of the binding is
the primary feature and including the full independence of bindings is secondary.
We assume that motors only compete with motors of the same type but they
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Figure 11: Variation of dynein and kinesin over time at each node for selected filaments when
both off rates are exponential. Each panel shows several realizations for the same simulation.
Observe how nodes within a fiber become correlated as you move down the rows or towards
the center column. The least coordinated fibers are in panels 1(a) and 2(a) and the most
coordinated are in panels 2(b), 3(b), and 4(b). Each column has a fixed elasticity for the
filaments going from left to right 0.001α, α, and 1000α. Each row has fixed ND = NK going
from top to bottom 2, 4, 16, and 32. The insets are blow ups of the small black rectangle
in each panel. All the simulations have filament length 10 nodes, and no motor molecules
attached as the initial conditions. The color key is in the bottom left.
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ND = NK = 2
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ND = NK = 4

ND = NK = 16

D

ND = NK = 32

Figure 12: Surfaces of the filament overall speed are shown for changes in filament length and
elasticity as a factor of α. In these simulatons the dynein off rate is catch bond and kinesin
off rate is exponential. The axis for filament elasticity is logarithmic. The maximum speeds
of the surfaces are 0.64, 0.75, 0.79, and 0.80 for panels A-D respectively. Simulations for
elasticity values of .001α, .1α, .5α, α, 5α, 10α, 50α, 100α and 1000α are used to create the
surfaces. In these simulations no motor proteins are initially attached to the filaments. The
overall speed is calculated as the average, over all the filaments, of the absolute value of final
position minus the initial position divided by the overall time. The color code indicates the
speed as does the height. The filament length is measured in nodes.
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Table 1: Summary of Model Results
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likely compete with both types of motors due to space constraints. Several
simulations with competition between motors (data not shown) indicate that the
qualitative features of the system do not change. Here a linear elastic response is
assumed for IFs. In the next steps of the work, the effects of nonlinear response
will be investigated [34].
The purpose of this theoretical study is to better understand how motor
and filament properties affect the transport of IFs. The model will certainly
improve as we learn more about the motor properties. As for now, even for
kinesin, which is well studied and better understood than dynein, conflicting
information is available. For instance, the off rate measured in [14] seems to
be catch bond, it may be an artifact of the small number of data points or the
experimental technique. More recently the off rate for kinesin has been measured
as an asymmetric function where the assisting loads have greater detach rates
than opposing loads [40, 41]. In these studies Fd has been estimated to closer
to five. Yet in other recent modeling Fd = 4 works well [42]. These facts
highlight the need for this type of theoretical study. Understanding how the
qualitative features of the motors affect the transport is important. It is the
relative strength between the two motors which seems to determine most of the
behavior.
It is interesting that the more complicated dynamics correspond to the case
where both off rates are exponential. This gives the cell more options on controlling the behavior of the filament motion. The model indicates that when
one of the off rates is catch bond the dynamics are more stable and for the cell
to alter the motion of the IFs more fundamental alterations to the system must
be employed.
Our results suggest a possible mechanism for cells to switch from bidirectional transport to directionally biased transport towards the cell membrane as
seen in [2]. In the case where both off rates are exponential, low initial dynein,
normal filament elasticity, and a maximum of 4 motor proteins per node (figure 7 panels 1(b) and 3(b)), filaments are moving in both directions depending
on their length. The short and long fibers are moving towards, the minus end
of the microtubules, the cell center and the intermediate length filaments are
moving towards the plus end of the microtubule. If the maximum number of
motor molecules per node is increased from 4 to 16 (or decreasing from 4 to 2)
then all (all but the shortest) filament lengths move toward the plus end of the
microtubule (to the cell periphery). Thus according to this model one method
for the cell to switch from bidirectional transport to transport biased towards
the end of the microtubule would be to regulate the number of binding sites for
the motors on the filaments. IF’s affinities and interactions with motors and the
number of binding sites could be regulated by post-translational modifications
which affect IF’s [2, 43, 44].
These same results of the model suggest that filaments could be sorted by
length in the cell. Thus shorter filaments could accumulate at the cell center
while intermediate lengths would accumulate at the periphery of the cell. This
could have implications on how the severing and annealing process [45, 6] works.
One could expect more annealing to occur in regions of the cell with high con21
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centrations of shorter filaments. The new intermediate length filaments would
then be transported out of that region.
Catch bond off rates increases the ability of the motor to dominate the system. For the parameters used here when both motors have catch bond off rates
kinesin dominates but not by much. When the off rates are mixed, catch bond
and exponential, the catch bond motor dominates. Of course by altering the
parameters one could find a region where the motors are more evenly matched.
Although the parameters for kinesin-1 are well established, the parameters for
dynein are less well known [46, 47]. Yet understanding them will be essential to
any modeling efforts and to a further understanding of the system.
We found that the initial number of motors available to a filament and
filament properties only influence the final state of the system when the off
rates for both dynein and kinesin are assumed to be exponential (figure 7). In
all other cases the initial number of motor molecules attached to the filament
did not affect the long term dynamics of the system. We believe it is more
likely that the cell changes the properties of cargoes or filaments (e.g. by posttranslational modifications) as opposed to the initial state of the system. If
most of the filaments are not associated with microtubules, the cell may be able
to preload the filaments with motor proteins in an attempt to alter the initial
conditions. Yet in the case with both off rates as exponential, it seems the initial
number of dynein attached to the filament determines what the dynamics will
do.
It appears two conditions are necessary for filaments to exhibit switching
behavior: low maximum motors and evenly matched motors as determined by
the motor properties. Switching is only seen when there are low (2 or 4) maximum motors allowed. The stochastic behavior of the system allows nodes with
few motors to randomly switch when the motors are more evenly match. This
is consistent with most of the tests in [14], where the fewer number of motors
gave the most percentage of quick reversals. If there are many motors associated with a node it will be less likely to switch. This is also consistent with the
node coordination within a fiber when there are more motors allowed. Additionally, when one motor strongly dominates no switching behavior is seen but
when the motors are more evenly matched (in the case of both catch bond or
both exponential) switching behavior can be seen. Under these circumstances
one would expect most filaments to be stalled (or moving very slowly) due to
the competition between motors. There would be a few filaments where the
stochastic effects allow one motor to dominate resulting in switching behavior
For all off rate combinations, the coordination of motor proteins between
different nodes of the same filament (or coupled cargo) increases with more
motors allowed. The coordination between nodes has a unimodal behavior as a
function of the fiber elasticity. For normal elasticity the nodes within a filament
are more coordinated. The increased coordination as the coupling increases is
expected but a maximum is not. For the very stiff fibers the forces cause the
motor molecules to detach giving a lower overall density of attached motors.
This is due to the assumption of load sharing per node. It is interesting to note
that it is optimal for an elastic filament to have motors at all the nodes, but
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for a stiff fiber, motors on the end nodes and fewer motors in the middle seems
more stable (figure 11 panels 1(a) and 1(c)). Thus the stiff filament is carried
by the end nodes. This may be due to the fact that the end nodes have only
one spring attached to them and do not have the same back and forth pull as
the interior nodes.
The coordination of nodes helps explain why the same two parameters: maximum motors allowed and elasticity are also relevant to the fiber’s average speed
and instantaneous velocity. More coordination between nodes should result in
more efficient transport. The most efficient transportation occurs for the realistic value of filament elasticity when the maximum number of motor molecules
is either 2 or 4 per node. The system seems to be tuned for efficient transport
when there are only a few motors available for each node (NK = ND = 2 or 4).
Since the internode distance in our simulations is 0.5µm which corresponds to
about 12 unit-length-filaments (ULF’s) this indicates that there would be only
one motor of each type for several ULF’s. As expected, varying the internode
distance did not significantly impact the results. Adding more nodes and keeping the Young’s modulus constant does not affect the elastic properties of the
filament. It only affects the distribution of the attached motor molecules. From
a force standpoint this should not alter the results of our simulations. Numerical
simulations verified this (see Supplemental Data 7.5).
The two other cytoskeletal components, actin and microtubules are up to 10
to more than 1000 times stiffer than IFs [48]. Our model predicts that these
fibers would not be transported as efficiently. The actin network is extremely
dynamic and there are no reports that the filaments are transported along microtubules although some myosin motors can bind. Microtubules have been
reported to be transported along microtubules at fast speeds of 1 micron per
second [49] and at slow speeds of about 4 microns per minute [50]. In the first
study the average length of the microtubules is 2.7 microns and the authors
state the motion is infrequent and highly asynchronous. In the second study
the filament lengths are not reported and velocities are mean peak velocities.
They also reported that many segments spent most of the time not moving.
Our model is more in agreement with the second study and predicts that stiffer
filaments will be transported more slowly. Yet the first study may also be predicted by our model. Figure 10 shows that the speeds for stiff filaments vary
depending on the motor dynamics, the filament length and the number of maximum motors attached. Thus short filaments with the correct motor loading
and dynamics can be faster.
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5. Methods
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5.1. Modeling The Filament
The intermediate filament is modelled as a series of N nodes connected by
N − 1 springs. IFs are elastic and can stretch up to three times their length
[51, 34]. The rest length of the springs between the nodes is denoted ` and is
fixed at 0.5 µm. Vimentin filaments are made up of the longitudinal annealing
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of unit-length-filaments, ULFs [52]. Each ULF is composed of about 8 tetramers
laterally assembled forming the subunit of IFs. Each ULF contributes about
0.04 µm to the length of an intermediate filament [53] thus the internode spacing
in the model is about 12 ULFs which is about the persistence length of vimentin
[54, 55] . We assume that dynein and kinesin bind at a low density per unit
length to IFs. To our knowledge imaging has indicated that there are not high
densities of these molecules co-localized to IFs [56, 57].
The number of binding sites available on internode length is ND for dyneins
and NK for kinesins. Yet at any given time nD is the number of dynein actually
bound to the node and similarly nk is the number of kinesin. In the model,
the motors randomly bind to filament nodes, which represent a portion of the
filaments. The details of how IFs and motor molecules associate are not yet
fully understood. Thus allowing the motors to randomly bind to the filaments
is a reasonable modeling strategy which can be changed as more information
becomes available. When a node is bound to dyneins and/or kinesins its velocity
is determined by the speed of the motor molecules which is a function of force.
Motors of the same type share the load equally, i.e., we use a mean-field load
sharing model similar to the model in [13]. If there are no motor molecules
bound to a node it moves according to a force balance equation assuming low
Reynold’s number. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the model.
The model assumes the nodes exert forces on each other according to Hooke’s
law. The force is proportional to the distance between connected nodes. The
drag coefficient for the nodes is calculated assuming the nodes are cylinders in
a fluid flowing parallel to the axis of the cylinder [58]. The drag is modeled
assuming a low Reynold’s number and is proportional to the velocity of the
nodes. We denote the location of the nodes as xi , a point in R where i ranges
from 1 to N .
The mathematical model is force based and uses Newton’s second law of
motion. Due to low Reynold’s number the acceleration term can be ignored and
the resulting equations are first order. The equations of motion for the location
of a node are given by
µ

dxi
=
dt

nD,i FD,i
| {z }

forces due to dyneins

+

nK,i FK,i
| {z }

forces due to kinesins

+

F res,i
| {z }

forces due to filament elastic property

(1)
where nD,i (resp. nK,i ) is the number of dyneins (resp. kinesin) attached to the
node i, FD,i (resp. FK,i ) is the force acting on a single dynein (resp. kinesin)
attached to node i, and µ is the drag coefficient. All nodes except the two end
nodes (x1 and xN ) are connected to two neighboring nodes (see figure 2) and
thus have two forces acting on them due to the elastic filament properties. The
forces are proportional to the distance between the connected nodes minus the
rest length of the spring. For the two end nodes there is only one force. The
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force equation due to the elastic property of the filament is given by


xi − xi−1
xi − xi+1
Fres,i = −α (|(xi − xi−1 )| − `)
+ (|(xi − xi+1 )| − `)
|xi − xi−1 |
|xi − xi+1 |
(2)
where i = 2, · · · N − 1, α is the spring constant, and ` is the rest length of the
spring ( in our case ` = 0.5µm). Similarly for i = 1 the equation is


x1 − x2
Fres,1 = −α (|(x1 − x2 )| − `)
(3)
|x1 − x2 |
and for i = N the equation is


xN − xN −1
.
Fres,N = −α (|(xN − xN −1 )| − `)
|xN − xN −1 |

540

(4)

The forces due to the dynein and kinesin are determined by the stochastic nature
of the binding of the motor molecules, the magnitude of the forces depends on
the number of transport molecules associated with the node.
5.2. The Forces Due to Motor Molecules
We model the motion of nodes attached to motor molecules, using a meanfield load sharing approach, in manner similar to the model developed by [13]
with two modifications. The first modification is to allow for cooperative forces
acting on motor molecules and the second modification is to consider the drag
force on a node. The first modification is necessary due to the coupling of the
nodes. Each node has forces due to coupling with neighboring nodes which can
either oppose or assist the motors moving the node. The second modification
makes the model more realistic for a long fiber where the drag may play a more
important role than for a single cargo. As in Muller, we assume the number
of forward moving motors (kinesin) bound to a node is nK which stochastically changes and likewise nD is the number of bound backward moving motors
(dynein). There is a tug-of-war between the motors to determine the motion of
the node. We, as do they, allow for an external force opposing the motion of
the node and define the velocity of the motors by a piecewise linear function of
force. In Muller, the domain of the velocity functions is [0, ∞), whereas in our
model the domain is (−∞, ∞). Both our model and their model assume that
opposing motors act as loads and identical motors share the load. We depart
from their notation allowing both positive and negative forces with the positive
x direction corresponding to the plus direction of the microtubule. Let FsK
be the stall force of kinesin which is negative. Then the velocity function for
kinesin is given by

FK,i ≤ FsK
 vbK (1 − FK,i /FsK )
vf K (1 − FK,i /FsK ) FsK < FK,i < 0
vK (FK,i ) =
(5)

vf K
0 ≤ FK,i
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Figure 13: The functional form of the velocity of kinesin and dynein as a function of load
force, Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). Notice that the line in the left panel for F < FsK has a slight
slope as does the line in the right panel for F > FsD .

where vf K and vbK are positive constants giving the forward and backward
speed of kinesin. Let the stall force for dynein be FsD which is positive. The
velocity function for dynein is

FD,i ≤ 0
 −vf D
−vf D (1 − FD,i /FsD ) 0 < FD,i < FsD
(6)
vD (FD,i ) =

−vbD (1 − FD,i /FsD )
FsD ≤ FD,i
where vf D and vbD are positive constant representing the forward and backward
speed of dynein.
Consider node i. The drag force is −µvi where vi is the velocity of the node.
The motor molecules adjust the force to maintain the velocity relation. The
force balance equation is
−nK,i FK,i − nD,i FD,i + Fres,i − µvi = 0.

545

(7)

The maximum force generated by each kinesin molecule is −FsK and similarly
for a dynein molecule. If −nK,i FsK − nD,i FsD + Fres,i ≥ 0 kinesin will win the
tug-of-war and node i will move to the right.
All the motor molecules associated with a node move at the same velocity
as the node. Thus to find the velocity of the node, vi , the velocities of the
motor molecules defined by equations (5) and (6) are equated, i.e. vK (FK,i ) =
vD (FD,i ). Using the force balance equation, equation 7, one can solve for the
node velocity vi ,

−vf D
Fres,i < nK,i FsK

nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD − Fres,i

 nK,i FsK /vbK − nD,i FsD /vf D − µ nK,i FsK ≤ Fres,i < nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD

vi = 
nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD − Fres,i

nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD ≤ Fres,i ≤ nD,i FsD

 nK,i FsK /vf K − nD,i FsD /vbD − µ
vf K

nD,i FsD < Fres,i

Dyneins win with load
Kinesins win with load
Kinesins win

(8)
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Dyneins win

the force acting on one kinesin attached to node i

FsK (1 + vf D /vbK )
 FsK (−nD,i FsD (1/vbK + 1/vf D ) + Fres,i /vbK − µ)


nK,i FsK /vbK − nD,i FsD /vf D − µ


FK,i =  FsK (−nD,i FsD (1/vbD + 1/vf K ) + Fres,i /vf K − µ)


nK,i FsK /vf K − nD,i FsD /vbD − µ


−nD,i FsD (vf K /vbD + 1) + Fext,i − µvf K
nK,i

Fres,i < nK,i FsK
nK,i FsK ≤ Fres,i < nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD
nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD ≤ Fres,i ≤ nD,i FsD
nD,i FsD < Fres,i
(9)

and the force acting on one dynein attached to node i

nK,i FsK (vf D /vbK + 1) − Fres,i − vf D µ

−nD,i

 FsD (nK,i FsK (1/vbK + 1/vf D ) − Fres,i /vf D − µ)


nK,i FsK /vbK − nD,i FsD /vf D − µ
FD,i = 
 F (n F (1/v + 1/v ) − F
bD
fK
res,i /vbD − µ)
 sD K,i sK

nK,i FsK /vf K − nD,i FsD /vbD − µ


Fres,i < nK,i FsK
nK,i FsK ≤ Fres,i < nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD
.
nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD ≤ Fres,i ≤ nD,i FsD

FsD (1 + vf K /vbD )

nD,i FsD < Fres,i
(10)

These equations can be written in more concise notation as
vi =

FK,i =

−(aK nK,i FsK + aD nD,i FsD − aD aK Fres,i )
aD nD,i FsD /v0D − aK nK,i FsK /v0K + aK aD µ

FsK (−nD,i FsD (1/v0K + 1/v0D ) + aK Fres,i /v0K − aK µ)
aK nK,i FsK /v0K − aD nD,i FsD /v0D − aK aD µ

(11)

(12)

and
FD,i =

FsD (nK,i FsK (1/v0K + 1/v0D ) − aD Fres,i /v0D − aD µ)
aK nK,i FsK /v0K − aD nD,i FsD /v0D − aK aD µ

where the parameters are defined as follows


0 Fres,i < nK,i FsK
0 nD,i FsD < Fres,i
aK =
aD =
1 nK,i FsK ≤ Fres,i
1 Fres,i ≤ nD,i FsD
and


vbK
vf K

Fres,i < nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD
nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD ≤ Fres,i

Dyneins win
Kinesins win



vf D
vbD

Fres,i < nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD
nK,i FsK + nD,i FsD ≤ Fres,i

Dyneins win
Kinesins win

v0K =
v0D =
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(13)

Condition
of
regime
Direction
Speed
aK
aD
v0K
v0D

≤ Fres,i <

Fres,i <

≤ Fres,i ≤

nK,i FsK

nK,i FsK
+nD,i FsD

Retrograde
Fast
0
1
vbK
vf D

< Fres,i
nD,i FsD

Antiretrograde
Slow
1
1
vbK
vf D

Slow
1
1
vf K
vbD

Fast
1
0
vf K
vbD

Table 2: Conditions of regime of motion of node i, direction, speed and parameter values v0∗
and a∗ . Values for parameters can be found in Table 3.

Values of v0∗ and a∗ are also given in Table 2. The dynamics of the motor
molecules are the same as [13] except for the dissociation rate for dynein where
we use the form given in [14]. The effective binding rate is
(N∗ − n∗ )π∗

(14)

where ∗ is either D or K for dynein or kinesin. The effective off rate varies
between two functions for each of the motors. There is an exponential function
which is commonly used in modeling molecular transport and a catch bond
version for each motor based on the experimental form reported in [14]. For
kinesin, the two functional forms are given by:
Exponential


|FK |
nK K exp
(15)
FdK
Catch Bond



 nK K 2 + 0.689| FK |)
FK < FsK
F
i dK
h
.
 nK K exp | FK |
FK ≥ FsK
FdK

(16)

For dynein, the functions are:
Exponential


|FD |
nD D exp
FdD


(17)

Catch Bond




h

i
F
−F
nD D exp FsD
1−b exp( F sD )
 dD
 dD
−F
1−b exp( F D )


 n  exp
D D

h

|FD |
FdD

i dD

FD > FsD

(18)

FD ≤ FsD

sD
where b = 0.602 exp( FFdD
). The force in these equations is given in pN. Since we
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do not use the same parameters as [14] we used functional forms which give the
same qualitative features as the experimental dissociation rates given there. For
example, the discontinuity in the kinesin dissociation rate occurs at the value
of FdK and the jump in the discontinuity is about 38 percent of the maximum
value.
5.3. Parameters
3πηL
The drag coefficient for a node is given by µ = ln(ρ)+v
using equation 2 in
[58] for the translational diffusion coefficient of a rod, Einsteins relation, and
assuming a low Reynold’s number. The length of the rod is L, the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid is η, ρ = L/d where d is the diameter of the rod. Letting
L = ` = 0.5 µm the rest length of the springs between the nodes, and d = 0.01
µm, we find ρ = 50. and v = 0.3233. Thus µ = 1.1127 × 10−6 η in metric
units. Determining η the viscosity of the cytoplasm is somewhat problematic.
Although the cytosol is mainly water, if it was considered a homogeneous fluid
for the motion of an intermediate filament of 0.5 µm in length one would assume
it would have a much larger viscosity due to the cytoskeletal structure which
would impede the motion of the short intermediate filament. Two types of
measurements of the viscosity of the cytoplasm give very different values. When
estimating the viscosity by observing a small molecule diffuse in the cytosol the
range is 0.8-44 mPa s [59]. Yet when estimating the viscosity by fitting force
relaxation curves to the cytoplasm the range is 50-166 Pa s [60, 61]. We choose
a value in between the two ranges and assume η = 1.08 Pa s, about 1000 times
higher than water. This gives µ = 1.2026 × 10−12 in Ns/µm.
Young’s modulus is defined to be Y = σε , where σ = F/A is the stress and
the strain is ε = ∆L/L. Using Hooke’s law, F = α∆L, we get a relationship
between the spring constant α and the Young’s modulus given by α = YA
L . The
elastic modulus of vimentin has been estimated to be 8-9 MPa [31], 900 MPa by
[32], and 6.5 MPa for another keratin-like based filament[33]. For a 10 percent
change of length with forces on the order of 0.18 pN a Young’s modulus of 22
MPa is needed. This lies in the range of experimentally measured values and
compares well with values used in [34]. Thus the base case for our simulations
uses a spring constant, α = 0.345 × 10−8 N/µm, which corresponds to a Young’s
modulus of 22 MPa. We also run simulations with more compliant filaments
and less compliant filaments by multiplying the spring constant by some factor
from 10−3 to 103 .
The parameters used for the motor molecules properties are given in Table 3.
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5.4. Numerical Methods Used for Simulations
The system of differential equations is solved using CVODE [62]. The binding and unbinding events are determined using a modified Gillespie algorithm
[63] which assumes that the binding events on each node are independent of
all the other nodes. This assumption is for computational convenience and is
not true since the external force on a node depends on the number of molecules
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Table 3: Parameters used for simulations

vf µm/s
vb µm/s
Fd pN
Fs pN
 s−1
π s−1
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Kinesin
1.0
0.006
3
-6
1
5

Dynein
1.0
0.006
3
7
0.25
1.5

bound to the other nodes. The modification to the algorithm is the binding or
unbinding of motor molecules are constrained to occur at times which are integer multiples of ∆t = 0.01 seconds. Although the Gillespie algorithm does not
require the time constrain assumption, we use it to speed up the simulations.
The effects of this assumption are to artificially lengthen the time a motor remains attached to a filament and to lengthen the time a motor molecule must
wait before attaching to a filament. Numerical simulations varying the size of
∆t did not show qualitatively different solutions provided ∆t was small enough.
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Simulation results are given for the all combinations of off rates and all
combinations of initial conditions.
7.1. Off Rates - Dynein Catch Bond, Kinesin Catch Bond
In this section all simulations have the catch bond off rate for both motor
molecules.
There does not appear to be a trend in the velocity as the filament length
increases. It is clear that for low numbers of motor molecules the standard
deviation for the velocity is greater. For filament with a low spring constant
the average velocity is non-negative but individual filaments have positive and
negative velocities. For normal filament elasticity the filament velocity is nonpositive and again individual filaments move in both directions. For the filaments with the highest spring constant the average velocity is closer to zero and
takes both positive and negative values for short filaments. For longer filaments
the velocity is close to zero. For filaments with the maximum motor molecules
16 or 32 the velocity is almost zero. Although the initial conditions do affect
slightly the velocity the trends described above are independent of the initial
conditions (see figures 15, 16, and 17).
Since the filament speed is an average of an averaged, one would expect
the standard deviations to be smaller than those for the velocity and they are.
For all simulations the filament speed decreases as the maximum number of
motor molecules is increased. The initial conditions do not seem to affect the
speed (see figure 16). For low filament stiffness one can see a slight increase in
the speed of the filament as the filament length increases. For normal filament
elasticity there is a decrease and then increase in speed as the filament length
increases. Finally for very stiff filaments the speed decreases quickly with increasing filament length. The filament speeds in the simulations are the same
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order of magnitude with experimental values although they are a little low. It
is unclear whether speeds measured experimentally are in a transient phase of
the dynamics or near a steady state.
The last row of figure 6 shows the location of the first node on filaments
as a function of time. Several realizations are shown for each parameter set.
Compare these panels with the panels on the first row of figure 6 . Notice the
spatial scale for panel 3(c) is different from panels 3(a) and 3(b). In panels 3 it is
clear, particularly for filaments with low spring constants (plotted in red), that
although filaments, in these cases, generally move in the positive direction there
are brief periods where they move in the negative direction. Filaments with
the lowest spring constant on average have a positive velocity for all parameter
values shown, filaments with normal elasticity (plotted in green) have almost
no velocity, negative, and positive depending on the parameters, and filaments
with a high spring constant (plotted in blue) have a low average velocity which
is negative. In panel 3(a) the filaments with high spring contant have a transient
behavior until somewhere near time 800 (compare with figure 14 panel 2(c)).
Figure 14 panels 1 show the normalized number of motor molecules at the
end of the simulations, the motor molecule with the greatest number on the
filament, and whether the filament is approaching a steady state with regards
to the number of motor molecules attached. In panels 1, the maximum number
of motor molecules varies with the rows and the filament length varies with the
columns. Most simulations seem to be close to a steady state. Additionally
when the criterion is changed from less than a 1 percent change to less than five
percent change, all the simulations for this figure meet the condition. Due to
the parameter set it is possible that the velocity of a filaments with more kinesin
is dominated by the dynein and moves in the direction dictated by dynein. By
comparing the position of filaments with normal elasticity (the green lines) in
figure 6 panel 3(b) with the appropriate square in figure 14 panel 1(b) and panel
2(b) one can see that there is more kinesin on the filament but the filament is
moving in a direction dictated by dynein. The same is true of the position of
the very stiff filaments in panel 3(c) of figure 6 (although the velocity is much
smaller). Overall the initial conditions do not seem to play a large role and
more kinesin motors are attached to most simulations (see figure 17). Yet for a
few simulations the filaments have negative velocity.
In figure 14 panels 2 the normalized number of dynein and kinesin for each
filament node as it changes over time are shown. In panels 3, 16 realizations are
shown with the average over all realizations plotted on the top with double the
width. Panels 2(a) and 3(a) show results for simulations with filament length
of 5 nodes, ND = NK = 32, and low filament stiffness. Clearly the kinesin is
greater than the dynein and the simulations seems to be fluctuating about a
steady state value. Compare this result with the appropriate square in panel
1(a). Panels 2(b) and 3(b) show results for simulations with filament length
10 nodes, ND = NK = 2, and normal filament elasticity. Again the filaments
seem to be near an equilibrium solution. It is unclear which motor molecule
has a higher number on average but panel 2(a) makes it clear that kinesin is
higher. Figure 6 shows that the average instantaneous velocity at the end of
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1a

2a

0.001α

Length 5, 0.001α
ND = NK = 32

3a

1b

2b

α

Length 10, α
ND = NK = 2

1c

2c

1000α

Length 2, 1000α
ND = NK = 2

3c

3b

color code

Figure 14: Average number of motor molecules for simulations with both off rates catch
bond. Panels 1 show the final number of dynein and kinesin averaged over realizations and
nodes. The border color indicates which motor molecule is more abundant. If the border is
thick it indicates the number of motor molecules is near a steady state value. If the border
is thin, the number of motor molecules is still changing. Panel 1(a) has filament elasticity
0.001α, 1(b) α and 1(c) 1000α. Cyan depicts dynein only, magenta kinesin only, and blue
means equal amounts of each motor molecule. The graphs 2 and 3 show the number of
dynein and kinesin molecules as they change with time. In panels 2 the number of dynein
(cyan) and kinesin (magenta) normalized and averaged over each realization is plotted for
each node on the filament. Panels 2(a) and 3(a) show simulations for filament length of 5
nodes, ND = NK = 32, and low filament stiffness. Panel 3(a) shows 16 realizations color
coded and the average of all the realizations. The average is plotted twice as wide as each
realization. The nodes are plotted on top of each other thus the first node is at the bottom
of the color strip and the last node is at the top of the color strip. Panels 2(b) and 3(b) show
plots for the same simulations with filament length of 10 nodes, ND = NK = 2, and normal
filament elasticity. Panels 2(c) and 3(c) show plots for simulations with filament length of 2
nodes, ND = NK = 2, and high filament stiffness. The color key is in the bottom left corner.
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the simulation is negative but some realizations have positive velocity and some
have negative velocity, thus on average dynein is driving the motion. Panels 2(c)
and 3(c) of figure 14 show plots for simulations with filament length 2 nodes,
ND = NK = 2, and high filament stiffness. It is clear that the filaments in these
simulations are not yet near an equilibrium solution. These plots are typical
for all four sets of initial conditions with catch bond off rates (see figure 15, 16,
and 17). Panels 2(a) and 3(a) represent the most commonly seen features of the
data and panels 2(c) and 3(c) the least common. Only simulations with high
filament stiffness and low maximum number of motor molecules look similar to
the results in panels 2(c) and 3(c). This is consistent with the narrow borders
seen in panels 1. The fact that with a higher criterion of 5 percent the narrow
borders disappear suggests that panel 2(c) and the other narrow border cases
seem to be leveling off to a steady state value. For each set of parameters and
initial conditions the expected velocity of the filament is shown in figure 15.
The filament elasticity varies with the columns and the initial conditions vary
with the rows.
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Figure 15: The expected velocity of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length for
simulations with both off rates catch bond. The error bars indicate the standard deviation.
The initial conditions change for each row and the filament elasticity varies from low to high
with the columns. The different plots within each frame are for constant ND = NK with
the values given in the legend. In the first row filament node starts with no motor molecules
attached, in the second the maximum amount of dynein is attached and no kinesin, in the
third row no dynein and the maximum amount of kinesin, and in the fourth row the maximum
amount of both motor molecules is attached. In the first column the elasticity of the filament
is 0.001α, in the second α, and in the third 1000α.
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Figure 16: The expected speed of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length for
simulations with both off rates catch bond. The error bars indicate the standard deviation.
The initial conditions change for each row and the filament elasticity varies from low to high
with the columns as in figure 15. The different plots within each frame are for constant
ND = NK with the values given in the legend.
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Figure 17: The final number of dynein and kinesin averaged over realizations and nodes for
simulations with both off rates catch bond. The border color indicates which motor molecule
is more abundant. If the border is thick it indicates the number of motor molecules is near a
steady state value. If the border is thin the number of motor molecules is still changing. The
initial conditions change for each row and the filament elasticity varies from low to high with
the columns as in figure 15 . Cyan depicts dynein only, magenta kinesin only, and blue means
equal amounts of each motor molecule. The color key is at the bottom left. The time shown
is 1600 seconds.
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7.2. Off Rates - Dynein Catch Bond, Kinesin Exponential
In this section all the simulations have the catch bond off rate for dynein
and exponential off rate for kinesin.
The most obvious feature in these simulations is that dynein now dominates.
This is expected because the off rate for kinesin is increased for higher forces.
The initial conditions for these simulations are no motor molecule. In figure 18
panels 1 the velocity of the filaments are plotted. In all these simulations the
average velocity is negative. The standard deviation is greater than in the previous simulations with catch bond off rates and the filaments have less switching
of velocity than in the previous simulations (see panels 3). In filaments with
low stiffness the velocity again does not seem to change as the filament length
increase. Yet filaments with normal stiffness seem to have the magnitude of the
velocity decreasing with increasing length. Filaments with high stiffness seem
to have the magnitude of the velocity increase with filament length. In both
filaments with low and normal stiffness the filaments with the lowest maximum
motors allowed give the lowest magnitude velocity, then the magnitude jumps
to the highest for 4 maximum motors and settles to a lower value for the higher
maximum motors. For the stiffest filaments the trend is more uniform with the
magnitude increasing as the maximum number of motor molecules increases.
These same features are seen in the plots of the speed of filaments in panels
2. Although the initial conditions do affect slightly the velocity the trends described above are independent of the initial conditions (see figures 15, 16, and
17).
In figure 18 3, the position of the first node on the filament for selected
realizations are plotted. All the parameters except the off rates are the same
as the position graphs in figure 6 . When comparing with figure 6 3, one can
see the motion here is dominated by the dynein. The filaments have a more
consistent velocities and they are always negative. Similar to the case where
both off rates are catch bond the stiffest filaments have a clear transient phase
in the first 400 seconds.
In figure 19 panels 1 the normalized number of kinesin and dynein are represented by color coding at the final time of the simulation as in figure 14. Again
the obvious difference is the dominance of dynein. Here the filaments with high
stiffness have a lower number of motor molecules attached than the filaments
with lower stiffness. When the criterion for steady state is changed to less than
5 percent all squares meet the steady state criterion.
Figure 19 panels 2 and 3 show normalized number of dynein and kinesin
on each node. The filament elasticity is either normal or the stiffest and the
filament length is 15 nodes. Panels 2 show results for ND = NK = 2 and
panels 3 for ND = NK = 32. Panels 2(a) and 3(a) have elastic constant α and
2(b), 3(b), 2(c), and 3(c) have 1000α. In the first two columns, the cyan curves
are the average value of the dynein for each node averaged over all realizations
and the magenta curves are the average value of the kinesin value for each
node. There are 15 cyan and magenta curve, as determined by the length of the
filament although in the graphs they are hard to distinguish. As is expected,
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Figure 18: Filament velocity, speed and position when the dynein off rate is catch bond and
the kinesin off rate is exponential. In panels 1 the expected velocity of a filament is plotted
as a function of filament length. In panels 2 the average speed is plotted. The error bars
indicate the standard deviation. In panels 1(a) and 2(a) the filament elasticity is 0.001α, in
1(b) and 2(b), α and in 1(c) and 2(c), 1000α. The different curves within each frame are
for constant ND = NK with the values given in the legend. Panels 3 show the position of
the first node as a function of time for selected realizations. The red lines are simulations of
filaments with low spring constant, the green lines normal elasticity, and the blue lines high
spring constant. Panel 3(a) is for simulations with filament length 2 and ND = NK = 2, panel
3(b) with filament length 10 and ND = NK = 2, and panel 3(c) with filaments of length 5
and ND = NK = 32. In these simulations the parameters are the same as figure 6 except the
off rates.
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Figure 19: Average number of motor molecules for simulations with dynein off rate catch
bond and kinesin off rate exponential. Panels 1 are the same as those shown in figure 14. The
panels 2 and 3 show the number of dynein and kinesin molecules as they change with time for
simulations with filaments of length 15 nodes. Thus there are 15 lines plotted in each color in
panels 2(a), 3(a), 2(b), and 3(b). Panels 2(a) and 3(a) are for filaments with spring constant
α and 2(b), 3(b), 2(c), and 3(c) are for 1000α. Panels 2 have ND = NK = 2 and 3 have
ND = NK = 32. The color key is in the bottom left corner.
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the variation in the magenta and cyan lines in the first column decreases as the
maximum number of motor molecules increases. In panel 3(b) the separation
of the cyan lines shows that interior nodes have less dynein than exterior nodes
(this can also be seen in the top color bar of panel 3(c)). The results for low
filament stiffness are similar to those with normal filament elasticity and the
initial conditions of the nodes do not seem to affect the results. For stiffer
filaments, the system exhibits a transient behavior, it moves towards a high
dynein value and low kinesin value (what appears to be a the steady state for
the lower elasticities) but then the dynein decreases over time. The peak in the
dynein moves to the left as the length of the filament increases.
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Figure 20: Expected velocity of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length when the
dynein off rate is catch bond and the kinesin off rate is exponential. The error bars indicate
the standard deviation. The initial conditions change for each row and the filament elasticity
varies from low to high with the columns as in figure 15. The different plots within each frame
are for constant ND = NK with the values given in the legend.
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Figure 21: Expected speed of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length when the
dynein off rate is catch bond and the kinesin off rate is exponential. The error bars indicate
the standard deviation. The initial conditions change for each row and the filament elasticity
varies from low to high with the columns as in figure 16. The different plots within each frame
are for constant ND = NK with the values given in the legend.
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Figure 22: The final number of dynein and kinesin averaged over realizations and nodes when
the dynein off rate is catch bond and the kinesin off rate is exponential. The border color
indicates which motor molecule is more abundant. If the border is thick it indicates the
number of motor molecules is near a steady state value. If the border is thin the number of
motor molecules is still changing. The initial conditions change for each row and the filament
elasticity varies from low to high with the columns as in figure 17 . Cyan depicts dynein only,
magenta kinesin only, and blue means equal amounts of each motor molecule. The color key
is shown in bottom left corner. The time shown is 1600 seconds.
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7.3. Off Rates - Dynein Exponential, Kinesin Catch Bond
In this section all the simulations have the exponential off rate for dynein
and catch bond off rate for kinesin.
The velocity plots of the filaments shown in figure 23 panels 1 are similar
to the velocity plots where the off rate for dynein is catch bond and kinesin is
exponential. The initial conditions for these simulations are no motor molecule.
The big difference is that kinesin dominates and the velocities are positive.
For all but the stiffest filaments, the length of the filament does not seem to
play much of a role. The velocity increases and then decreases with maximum
number of motor molecules except in the stiffest filaments where it increases for
long filaments.
In figure 23 panels 2 the speed of the filaments is plotted. The graphs are
very similar to those in figure 18. For the least stiff filaments the length does
not seem to affect the speed but the number of maximum motor molecules
does with the value of 16 giving the maximum speed (in the previous case the
maximum speed occurred at 4). Filaments with normal elasticity have speeds
which decrease with length and change with the maximum number of motor
molecules. Filaments which are the stiffest have increasing speed with length
and for long filaments increase speed with increasing maximum motor molecules.
The position plots for these simulations panels 3 are comparable to those in
figure 18 and look the same except they have positive slopes and the transients
in the stiffest filaments are not as noticeable.
Figure 24 panels 2 and 3 are similar to those panels in figure 19 except the
kinesin is greater than the dynein. Again for the stiffest filaments the first and
last nodes have more molecules attached than the interior nodes. Filaments
with the lowest spring constant are similar to those with the normal spring
constant. In the stiffest filaments the same peak as before is not observed. It
may come in the first 100 seconds which are not plotted.
For each set of parameters and initial conditions the expected velocity of the
filament is shown in figure 25, the speed in figure 26, and the final number of
motor molecules in figure 27. The filament elasticity varies with the columns
and the initial conditions vary with the rows. It is clear from figure 27 that
kinesin dominates.
In figure 26 the speed of the filaments is plotted. The graphs are very similar
to those in figure 21. For the least stiff filaments (panels (a)) the length does not
seem to affect the speed but the number of maximum motor molecules does with
the value of 16 giving the maximum speed (in the previous case the maximum
speed occurred at 4). Filaments with normal elasticity (panels (b)) have speeds
which decrease with length and change with the maximum number of motor
molecules. Filaments which are the stiffest (panels (c)) have increasing speed
with length and for long filaments increase speed with increasing maximum
motor molecules.
Unlike the previous cases when the steady state criterion is change to less
than 5 percent in figure 27 there are 15 squares that do not meet it. Twelve
are for all initial conditions with the stiffest filaments (panels (c)). They are
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Figure 23: Filament velocity, speed and position when the dynein off rate is exponential and
the kinesin off rate is catch bond. In panels 1 the expected velocity of a filament is plotted
as a function of filament length. In panels 2 the average speed is plotted. The error bars
indicate the standard deviation. In panels 1(a) and 2(a) the filament elasticity is 0.001α, in
1(b) and 2(b), α and in 1(c) and 2(c), 1000α. The different curves within each frame are
for constant ND = NK with the values given in the legend. Panels 3 show the position of
the first node as a function of time for selected realizations. The red lines are simulations of
filaments with low spring constant, the green lines normal elasticity, and the blue lines high
spring constant. Panel 3(a) is for simulations with filament length 2 and ND = NK = 2, panel
3(b) with filament length 10 and ND = NK = 2, and panel 3(c) with filaments of length 5
and ND = NK = 32. In these simulations the parameters are the same as figure 6 except the
off rates.
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Figure 24: Average number of motor molecules for simulations when the dynein off rate is
exponential and the kinesin off rate is catch bond. Panels 1 are the same as those shown in
figure 19. Panels 2 and 3 show the number of dynein and kinesin molecules as they change
with time for simulations with filaments of length 15 nodes. Thus there are 15 lines plotted
in each color in panels 2(a), 3(a), 2(b), and 3(b). Panels 2(a) and 3(a) are for filaments with
spring constant α and 2(b), 3(b), 2(c), and 3(c) are for 1000α. Panels 2 have ND = NK = 2
and 3 have ND = NK = 32. The color key is in the bottom left corner.
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Figure 25: The expected velocity of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length
when the dynein off rate is exponential and the kinesin off rate is catch bond.. The error bars
indicate the standard deviation. The initial conditions change for each row and the filament
elasticity varies from low to high with the columns as in figures 15 and 20. The different plots
within each frame are for constant ND = NK with the values given in the legend.
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Figure 26: The expected speed of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length when
the dynein off rate is exponential and the kinesin off rate is catch bond.. The error bars
indicate the standard deviation. The initial conditions change for each row and the filament
elasticity varies from low to high with the columns as in figures 16 and 21. The different plots
within each frame are for constant ND = NK with the values given in the legend.
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simulations with filament length 2, ND = NK = 2 and 4, and filament length
30 with ND = NK = 32. Two of the other three are in panel 4(b), filament
length 2, and ND = NK = 2, and 4. The final square is in panel 1(b), filament
length 2, and ND = NK = 4.
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Figure 27: The final number of dynein and kinesin averaged over realizations and nodes when
the dynein off rate is exponential and the kinesin off rate is catch bond. The border color
indicates which motor molecule is more abundant. If the border is thick it indicates the
number of motor molecules is near a steady state value. If the border is thin the number of
motor molecules is still changing. The initial conditions change for each row and the filament
elasticity varies from low to high with the columns as in figures 17 and 22. Cyan depicts
dynein only, magenta kinesin only, and blue means equal amounts of each motor molecule.
The color key is shown in the bottom left. The time shown is 1600 seconds.
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7.4. Off Rates - Dynein Exponential, Kinesin Exponential
In these simulations both off rates are exponential. Their are three main
differences in these simulations compared to the other simulations. The first is
that the initial conditions are important. The second is that more simulations
in this set fail the steady state criterion indicating that the system is still not
near an equilibrium.
Figure 28 shows the velocity of the filaments. The velocity seems to be independent of the filament length for the low spring constant and normal spring
constant simulations. For the very stiff filaments the velocity decreases with
increasing filament length (with the exception of filaments of length 2 with 2
maximum motor molecules). Filaments with low maximum motor molecules
have both velocities. The stiffest filaments have the lowest magnitude velocities and averages are all positive. For filaments with normal elasticity and low
stiffness the velocity of the filaments with the most motor molecules is determined by the initial conditions. If the filaments start with maximum dynein
they have a negative velocity and if they start with no dynein they have a positive velocity. The magnitude of the velocity increase as the number of motor
molecules increase except for the stiffest filaments. In that case filaments lose
motor molecules as time goes on and the velocities are naturally lower.
In figure 29 the speed of the filaments are plotted. For filaments with low
spring constants (panels (a)) the speed increases with filament length. With filaments that have normal elasticity (panels (c)) the speed decreases with length,
and with the stiffest filaments (panels (c)) the speed goes down then up (with
one exception ND = NK = 2).
Figure 30 shows the number of motor molecules attached to each node. In
this figure the first and last column are for filaments with low spring constant and
high spring constant respectively. The middle two columns are for filaments wth
normal elasticity. Column two, three, and four have the maximum number of
motor molecules as 2, 4, and 16 respectively. The first column is for filaments of
length 15 nodes and for initial conditions maximum dynein and no kinesin. The
normal initial conditions for these simulations of no motor molecules attached,
shows a different behavior, see figure 32. Panels 1(a) and 2(a) show that longer
filaments with low stiffness have a uniform behavior for all the filaments. This
can also be seen in panels (b)) yet there each filament seems to have short
periods of all one color which can rapidly change. Panels (c)) show that with a
maximum of 4 motor molecules the filaments clearly show a switching behavior
with periods of time where one molecule dominates and then it switches so the
other motor dominates. As the filaments get longer the switching decreases.
In the case of low stiffness, for high max motor molecules (figure 32 panels
3(a) and 4(a)) one or the other motor molecule dominates in all realizations. As
the maximum motor molecules decreases, each filament has a greater mixture of
dynein and kinesin. For filaments with normal stiffness and high motor molecule
maximum (16, 32) the filaments have one motor molecule which dominates in a
fashion similar to low stiffness (graphs are not shown as they are similar to the
first column in figure 30). For a maximum of 4 motor molecules for each motor
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Figure 28: The expected velocity of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length
when both off rates are exponential. The error bars indicate the standard deviation.The initial
conditions change for each row and the filament elasticity varies from low to high with the
columns as in figure 7. The different plots within each frame are for constant ND = NK with
the values given in the legend. This figure can be compared with figures 15, 20, and 25.
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Figure 29: The expected speed of a filament is plotted as a function of filament length when
both off rates are exponential. The error bars indicate the standard deviation. The initial
conditions change for each row and the filament elasticity varies from low to high with the
columns as in figure 7. The different plots within each frame are for constant ND = NK with
the values given in the legend. This figure can be compared with figures 16, 21, and 26.
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type, the switching behavior is seen with greater frequency for short filament
lengths (panel 1(c)). When the maximum motor molecules is 2 (panels (b)),
the switching behavior has a high frequency (panels 1(b) and 2(b)) for short
filaments and disappears as the filaments get longer than 5 nodes (panels 3(b)
and 4(b)).
Filaments with the highest spring constant (panels (d)) lose attached motor
molecule as time progresses and the interior nodes lose the bound motors first. In
the end the two end nodes seem to move the filament with minimal contribution
from the interior nodes (panels 3(d) and 4(d)).
Figure 31 shows the normalized number of motor molecules for each node.
The simulations are the same as those shown in figure 30. Observe the simulations shown in figure 31 panels 1(c), 2(c), 3(c), and 4(c) have longer transient
than most other simulations. Figure 32 shows a variety of possible dynamics
obtained when both off rates are exponential and the lowest stiffness: in panel
(A), the local tug of war persists at each node and there is no coordination
between nodes along the filaments; in panel (B), nodes are coordinated along
the filaments and the local tug of war is resolved, each node has reach a steady
state. The stochastic nature of the simulations is apparent in panel (A) with
the number of motor molecules changing over time for an individual node but
the average number over all the nodes remaining constant. This is a common
structure for simulations with a low maximum number of motor molecules. The
solid colors in panel (B) are common for filaments with a higher maximum number of motor molecules. In panels (C) and (D), nodes are coordinated along the
filaments; however, in some cases there exist travelling waves along the filament
as seen by a sequential switching of adjacent nodes between two steady states
of the number of motors attached. Sometimes switching affects only adjacent
nodes within a filament and propagates along the filament and then vanishes;
this switching does not propagate to all the nodes and does not induce a global
change of direction of the filament. Hence, symmetry in off rates allows competition amongst motors; even if a filament overall moves in one direction it
still is subject to a local tug-of-war at nodes. Yet in some cases the switch is
permanent and propagates from node to node changing the global behavior of
the filament. The structure in panels (C) and (D) is less common, although
variation in time is not as uncommon. As the filament length increases the
structure is more complex and it takes a longer time for the average to approach a steady state value. The overall main direction of filaments does not
depend on initial conditions in the case of both catch bond off rates but on
filament properties (stiffness and length). In the case of both exponential off
rates and low or normal spring constants, the initial condition of dynein is more
important in determining whether the filament will end up with more dynein
or kinesin. Although the final state does depend on the filament length and the
maximum number of motor molecules allowed. When the initial dynein is low
the filament will end up with more kinesin if the maximum number of motor
molecules is larger. When the intial dynein is high the filament will end up with
more dynein except for some cases with low maximum motor molecules.
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Figure 30: Plots of the number of motor molecules attached to nodes as function of time
when both off rates are exponential. In panels (a) the filament stiffness is low, in panels (b)
the filament stiffness is normal and panels (c) the filament stiffness is high. In panels (b), (c),
and (d) ND = Nk = 2, 4, and 16 respectively and the filament length changes with the row
from 2, 5, 15, to 25 nodes respectively. In panels (a) the filament length is fixed at 15 nodes
and ND = NK changes from 2, 4, 16, and 32 as the rows change. Switching behavior is seen
in panels 1(b), 2(b), and (c).
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Figure 31: Plots of the average percent of dynein and kinesin per node are shown as a function
of time when both off rates are exponential. These are the same simulations for figure 30. In
panels (a) the filament stiffness is low, in panels (b) and (c) the filament stiffness is normal
and in panels (d) the filament stiffness is high. In panels (b), (c), and (d) ND = Nk = 2, 4,
and 16 respectively and the filament length changes with the row from 2, 5, 15, to 25 nodes
respectively. In panels (a) the filament length is fixed at 15 nodes and ND = NK changes
from 2, 4, 16, and 32 as the rows.
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Figure 32: The number of dynein and kinesin changes with respect to time for each node
when both off rates are exponential. Initial conditions are set at zero for both dynein and
kinesin. In A filament length is 10 nodes and ND = NK = 2. In B-D ND = NK = 16, and
filament length is 2, 10, and 15 nodes respectively. For these simulations the filament stiffness
is low, 0.001α.
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Internode distance 0.04µm

Internode distance 0.5 µm

Figure 33: Filament speed is plotted as a function of number of nodes where the dynein off rate
is catch bond and the kinesin off rate is exponential. The left panel shows filaments where the
internode distance is 0.04µm and the right panels shows simulations with 0.5µm. The initial
conditions are the maximum number of motors of each type allowed initially attached.
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7.5. Simulations with Short Internode Distance
Changing the internode distance did not affect the qualitative features of the
simulations. In figure 33 the filament speeds for simulations where the internode
distance is 0.04 µm (about the length of one ULF) is compared to simulations
already shown where the internode distance is 0.5 µm for the case where the
detachment rates are catch bond for dynein and exponential for kinesin and
the initial conditions are the maximum number of motors of each type initially
attached to each node. The filaments on the left have length 1µm (25 nodes),
2.48µm (62 nodes), and 5µm (125 nodes). (For each node we assume there is
a length of filament as opposed to a length of filament between each node.)
The maximum number of dynein or kinesin per filament for those in the left
panel are 50, 124, and 250; and 100, 248, and 500 for the maximum per node
of 2 and 4 respectively. In the right panel the total filament lengths are 1µm
(2 nodes), 2.5µm (5 nodes), and 5µm (10 nodes). The maximum number of
dynein or kinesin per filament are 4, 10, and 20; 8, 20, and 40; 32, 80, and 160;
and 64, 160, and 320 for those with a maximum of 2, 4, 16, and 32 per node
respectively. The qualitative behavior of the speed is the same when comparing
the maximum per node simulations.
In figure 34 the average number of motor molecules attached to the fibers
at the end of the simulation are shown. The left panel shows simulations where
the internode distance is 0.04µm, whereas the middle and right panels show
simulations with the internode distance 0.5µm. Again the qualitative features
are the same. The simulations with a shorter internode distance are similar to
those where the max number of motors per node is the same.
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Figure 34: The final number of dynein and kinesin averaged over realizations and nodes when
the dynein off rate is catch bond and the kinesin off rate is exponential. The left panel
shows filaments where the internode distance is 0.04µm and the middle and right panels show
simulations with 0.5µm. The border color indicates which motor molecule is more abundant.
If the border is thick it indicates the number of motor molecules is near a steady state value.
If the border is thin the number of motor molecules is still changing. The initial conditions
are the maximum number of motors of each type allowed initially attached. Cyan depicts
dynein only, magenta kinesin only, and blue means equal amounts of each motor molecule.
The color key is shown in the bottom left. The time shown is 1600 seconds.
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